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New findings from Pure360 and emailexpert (https://emailexpert.com/pure360-infographic-pdf) have

identified that UK consumers want more emails from brands during COVID-19. However, the study showed that

this view is polarised across a range of demographics including age, gender and location. This proves

that a one size approach to email marketing doesn't work and brands must invest in understanding their

audiences better and use personalisation tactics to better serve different segments. 



• Many brands have dialled down the communications via email. 43% men are missing these absent emails,

compared to 18% of females.

• 23% 18-24 year olds want more COVID-19 related emails, compared to only 9% of 35-44 year olds

• However, of the millennials, a huge 38% in Scotland want more COVID-19 emails compared with 14% in

England.

• Men were more likely to want to be updated more frequently by brands at 16.5% compared with women at

4.5%



The coronavirus pandemic is unprecedented and unlike anything we have experienced in recent history. For

many brands, this poses a significant challenge – many having to respond based on gut over data. 



Whilst at the beginning of the pandemic there was an increase in COVID related emails, through lockdown

until today many brands have dialled down the number of emails they send to a slow trickle, whilst others

have stopped completely. It’s clear from the findings that these emails are missed.

The study has revealed that the response from consumers is polarised across gender, age and geography. 



With 23% 18-24 year olds wanting more COVID related emails but only 9% 35-44 year olds feeling the same

way, applying the same approach to all will not be effective to getting it right for all segments, This

missed opportunity for brands may lead to a reduction in competitive edge at a time when it is most

needed.



Komal Helyer, VP Marketing, Pure360. “The findings prove that one size doesn’t fit all. There is a

clear necessity for brands to understand their audiences better and to use data driven personalisation

techniques to improve engagement. It is essential for businesses to know their audience and understand

the kind of personalisation that leads to positive brand engagement.”



“The way a brand responds to a crisis can have a lasting impact on their long term success. Dialling

down communications at a time when consumers might want greater assurance could leave competitors open to

stealing the march.”





For the full infographic please click here (https://emailexpert.com/pure360-infographic-pdf)
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About Pure360 (https://www.pure360.com/)

Pure360 is a marketing technology company providing multi-channel data and marketing solutions to

help the UK’s leading and growing brands get better results. 



Providing UK marketers with an unrivalled combination of our all-in-one AI marketing platform, which

enables brands to better integrate, analyse, personalise and deliver, and our industry-leading Maturity

Model, we are focused on accelerating customer results across email, mobile, web and social. 



We drive better email, better personalisation and better revenues, helping marketers be the best they can

be.



We deliver best in class results for over 1,400 customers across the eCommerce, Retail and Travel

sectors. Pure360 customers include Tetley, innocent, Park Holidays, Ultimo, Blue Bay, The Range and

Wagamama. We are ranked as a ‘High Performer’ for Email Marketing by G2 Crowd and were named as

finalists at the Brighton and Hove Business Awards 2019. 



Born and bred in Brighton, at Pure360 we believe people are paramount. From our customers to our

employees, we are passionate about bringing people together, connecting audiences like never before.

Better starts here.



About emailexpert (https://emailexpert.com/) 

emailexpert UK Ltd is  a media, event and publishing company focussed on the email messaging channel and

formed in 2019 to provide users, vendors and professionals news, insight and analysis in the email

messaging space.



In addition to organising global events including the Inbox Expo (https://inboxexpo.com/)  the business

provides vendor selection, marketing and project management services to a variety of enterprise clients.
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